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Abstract
Directed type theory is an analogue of homotopy type theory
where types represent categories, generalizing groupoids. A
bisimplicial approach to directed type theory, developed by
Riehl and Shulman, is based on equipping each type with
both a notion of path and a separate notion of directed
morphism. In this setting, a directed analogue of the uni-
valence axiom asserts that there is a universe of covariant
discrete brations whose directed morphisms correspond
to functions—a higher-categorical analogue of the category
of sets and functions. In this paper, we give a constructive
model of a directed type theory with directed univalence in
bicubical, rather than bisimplicial, sets.We formalize much of
this model using Agda as the internal language of a 1-topos,
following Orton and Pitts. First, building on the cubical tech-
niques used to give computational models of homotopy type
theory, we show that there is a universe of covariant discrete
brations, with a partial directed univalence principle assert-
ing that functions are a retract of morphisms in this universe.
To complete this retraction into an equivalence, we rene
the universe of covariant brations using the constructive
sheaf models by Coquand and Ruch.

CCS Concepts: • Theory of computation → Type the-
ory; Constructive mathematics.

Keywords: homotopy type theory, directed type theory, di-
rected univalence
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1 Introduction
In homotopy type theory [6, 38, 39], each type is equipped
with an abstract notion of path, corresponding to the mor-
phisms of a higher groupoid. Voevodsky’s univalence axiom
states that the type of paths between types is equivalent (a
generalization of isomorphic) to the type of equivalences be-
tween types. This can be seen as extending type theory with
a generic program for lifting equivalences between types
along any type family: given an equivalence A ' B and any
family of types C : U → U , one can automatically construct
an equivalence C(A) ' C(B). Dening this lifting for all de-
pendent types is quite subtle, but univalence has recently
been given a computational interpretation via cubical type
theories [2, 4, 7, 11].

A natural question is whether there are any directed ana-
logues of homotopy type theory, where types are equipped
with a notion of directed morphism and correspond to higher
categories, generalizing groupoids. In such a setting, one pos-
sible directed analogue of univalence would circumscribe a
class of type constructors that represent covariant functors,
and provide a means to automatically lift a functionA → B to
a function C(A) → C(B), generalizing e.g. the Functor type
class of Haskell to dependent types. By analogy with univa-
lence, such a lifting would result from a universe classifying
covariant type families that satises a directed univalence
principle stating that the directed morphisms in this uni-
verse are equivalent to functions. On the mathematical side,
directed type theory provides a more general language for
synthetic mathematics. On the computational side, one po-
tential application is to dening abstract syntax [16, 20, 22];
others might arise from the connections between directed
homotopy theory and concurrency [15, 18, 24].

In directed type theory, a universe of covariant type fam-
ilies will not contain all of the usual types of type theory—
e.g., Π is contravariant, not covariant, in its domain. One
approach that has been taken by directed type theory is to
employ some kind of modal typing discipline, tracking vari-
ances or preventing certain uses of variables [22, 24, 25], so
that being a covariant family is part of the typing of a term.
Another approach, recently developed by Riehl and Shul-
man [32], is based on instead equipping each type with both
a notion of path and a separate notion of directed morphism
(representing the arrows in a category). In this approach, all
existing homotopy type theory can be interpreted using the
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path structure on each type, providing a rich language of pos-
sible constructions. Being a covariant family is an internally
denable property of a type, represented by another type
that can be inhabited for a variety of type constructors—i.e.
covariance is a type class. While ordinary homotopy type
theory has models in simplicial sets, the Riehl-Shulman type
theory is based on a model in bisimplicial sets, Set∆op×∆op ,
where the two copies of the simplex category ∆ represent
these two notions of path and directed morphism. While
this suces for formalizing mathematics, for applications to
computer science we would like a computational interpreta-
tion of the type theory, and a constructive account of even
ordinary homotopy type theory in simplicial sets has not
fully been worked out (see [17] for some recent progress).
In this paper, in place of a bisimplicial model of directed

type theory, we consider a bicubical one, so that we can ex-
ploit the techniques that have been used to give constructive
interpretations of ordinary homotopy type theory. We give
a model of directed type theory with directed univalence
in bicubical sets. This model is constructive in the sense
of being dened in a constructive metatheory; we leave a
more explicit operational semantics to future work. We have
formalized1 much of the model in Agda using the internal
language approach to presheaf models of homotopy type
theory [8, 23, 27, 28]. In this approach, an extensional type
theory (or Agda with some axioms as a substitute [19]) is
used to describe cubical-set level constructions, and the main
task is to program the denitions/proofs of the Kan opera-
tions, which describe how to transport in each type family.
Bicubical sets is also a presheaf topos, and in Section 2 we
describe the axioms we add to the Agda proof assistant to
work in its internal language.

In Section 3, we use this internal language to dene covari-
ant discrete brations (covariant functors valued in types
that themselves have trivial morphism structure) and a uni-
verse classifying them. In Section 4, we show that functions
are a reection of morphisms in this universe: every mor-
phism determines a function, and vice versa; converting a
function to a morphism and back is the identity; but for the
other round-trip there seems to be only a morphism in one
direction, not a path. This reection is most of the directed
univalence equivalence between functions and morphisms,
but to complete the equivalence, it is necessary to invert this
morphism, yielding a path. To do this, Riehl and Sattler’s
proof of directed univalence in the bisimplicial model [31, 35]
uses a fact about the Reedy model structure on bisimplicial
sets, that weak equivalences (and therefore homotopy equiv-
alences between bibrant objects) are objectwise—this means
that if a morphism is an equivalence for each object of the di-
rected category separately, then it is an equivalence. For our
constructive model, we use a cubical, not simplicial, directed

1See the agda/directed directory of hps://github.com/dlicata335/cart-
cube, starting with LICS.agda and Summary.agda

category (specically, the “Dedekind” cube category with
faces, degeneracies, symmetries, diagonals, and connections,
but no reversals) so that we can build universes of covari-
ant brations constructively [23]. This cube category is not
Reedy [34], so the proof for bisimplicial sets does not im-
mediately apply to bicubical sets. However, for bisimplicial
sets, the Reedy model structure coincides with the injective
model structure (see e.g. [33, Example 7.8]), and the injective
perspective applies to bicubical sets, allowing us to port this
aspect of Sattler and Riehl’s proof. Recently, Shulman [37]
gave a new characterization of the brations in the injective
model structure as objectwise brations equipped with an
algebra for the cobar construction (see e.g. [29, 36]). Coquand
and Ruch [12, 13] give a constructive analogue of this de-
nition as a special case of sheaf models (though the precise
connection with the injective model structure remains to be
worked out). In Section 5, we describe an Agda formalization
of this approach, and check that the axioms describing this
extension are true in bicubical sets. We then add an axiom
covEquivAx that is true for this rened notion of bration,
and use it to complete the directed univalence equivalence
for a rened covariant universe.

Related work. Our proof of the directed univalence re-
ection does not overlap very much with Riehl and Sattler’s
directed univalence for bisimplicial sets [31, 35]—for exam-
ple, we use the “glue” types used to dene univalence in con-
structive cubical models [11], while their proof uses a dual
type (called “weld” types in [26]), and we use [23] to build
universes constructively. However, for completing the reec-
tion to an equivalence, we do use a lemma from their proof,
which follows from objectwise homotopy equivalences in-
ducing homotopy equivalences.
Buchholtz and Weinberger [9] give some extensions of

the Riehl-Shulman directed type theory, such as adding op-
posite categories, dening cartesian brations, and dening
a universe of simplicial spaces inside of cubical spaces via
a sheaf condition. In future work, we plan to investigate
whether the techniques we develop here can be used to give
a constructive account of directed univalence for a universe
of cartesian brations (categories and functors, instead of
groupoids and functors) as well.
Bicubical sets have also been used for type theory with

parametricity: in Nuyts’s approach to parametricity for (non-
homotopy) type theory [26], both cube categories are carte-
sian, and there is an inclusion from one interval the other.
Here, we do not take an inclusion from the directed interval
to the interval to be part of the cube category (but paths
can be turned into morphisms in Kan types). In Cavallo and
Harper’s approach to parametricity for homotopy type the-
ory [10], the cube category used for paths is cartesian, while
the cube category used for relations is semicartesian (ane
logic). In contrast, our directed cube category also supports

https://github.com/dlicata335/cart-cube
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diagonals and connections to encode the simplicial shapes
used by Riehl and Shulman [32].

Motivating Example. Before the technical details, we
sketch a motivating example of dening abstract syntax in
a directed type theory, building on [16, 20, 22]. This sketch
will use a directed higher inductive type, which we do not
formally study in this paper. We write HomA (x,y) for the
directed morphism type, representing a morphism from x to
y—this should be thought of like the PathA (x,y) or identity
IdA(x,y) type of homotopy type theory, except in general the
morphisms have identity, but not necessarily composition or
inverses. Those types A whose morphisms have (homotopy)
unique composites (and so correspond to categories) are
called Segal [32].
The rst idea is to represent object-language contexts

by a type whose elements represent contexts, and whose
morphisms represent object-language substitutions or re-
namings. As a concrete example, we use the untyped lambda
calculus, indexed by contexts denoting how many free vari-
ables are present, and take the substitutions to be weaken-
ings only. The type of contexts should be dened as a Segal
directed higher inductive type:
data Ctx : SegalType where

empt : Ctx
ext : Ctx → Ctx
wk : (G : Ctx) → Hom Ctx G (ext G)

This declaration is intended to mean that the elements of
Ctx are in bijection with the natural numbers, with directed
morphisms generated by wkn : HomCtx (n,n + 1) corre-
sponding to weakening. We declare Ctx to be Segal, which
means that it should have freely generated composites; e.g.
wk0;wk1 : HomCtx (0, 2) represents weakening the empty
context with two variables. Because functions such as ext
act on morphisms, we also have morphisms like ext(wk0) :
HomCtx (1, 2) that weakens in the middle of a context.

We then dene a type family Var : Ctx → Ucov represent-
ing the variables in each context. The type of Var expresses
that, in addition to providing a type of “variables in context
G for each context G,” it takes morphisms in Ctx (i.e. weak-
enings) to morphisms in Ucov, which by directed univalence
will be functions. A particular transport function from n to
n + 1 is given for the weakening axiom—the inl injection,
which is turned into a morphism in UCov using directed
univalence. The elimination form for a Segal higher induc-
tive type would then send compositions of weakenings to
compositions of these injections. Thus, the type family Var
includes the code for shifting a de Bruijn index.
Var : Ctx → UCov
Var empt = 0
Var (ext G) = (Var G) + 1
Var (wk G) = dua inl

data Tm (G : Ctx) : UCov where
var : Var G → Tm G
abs : Tm (ext G) → Tm G
app : Tm G → Tm G → Tm G

Finally, we dene a type family of lambda terms Tm : Ctx →
Ucov that is constructed from a base case Var that maps into
Ucov, and otherwise is a sum of products of inductive oc-
currences. Because Ucov is closed under products, sums, and
certain inductive types, Tm will automatically land in Ucov.
This means that, while the denition of Tm looks identical
to what one would write in standard type theory, the usual
code for lifting weakening to terms is written automatically
by the transport functions for these types. We use this by

dtransport Tm (wk G) : Tm G → Tm (ext G)

to, for example, weaken a termwith one extra variable, where
dtransport is an operation dened for any type family that
lands in Ucov. General facts about directed transport will
imply that these substitution actions commute with compo-
sition, which is needed in metatheory and in dening typing
judgements, program logics, or dependent types.
For this example, we need a universe Ucov with directed

univalence, closed under products, sums, and inductive types,
which is itself a category (Segal [32]); and we also need di-
rected higher inductive types. Of these, we leave the closure
of Ucov under inductive types and the mechanism of directed
higher inductive types to future work, and focus on dening
a universe Ucov supporting directed univalence.

2 Directed Type Theory in a Topos
2.1 Axioms for Cubical Type Theory
Cubical type theory [2, 4, 7, 11] extends standard dependent
type theory with interval variables, which we write as x : I.
A term x : I ` a : A is a “line” in A, a term x : I,y : I ` a : A
is a “square”, and so on. The interval type has terms 0I and
1I, substitution by which gives the endpoints of a line or the
sides of a square. Dimension formulas represent subshapes of
a cube—for example, the formula x : I,y : I ` x = 0I ∨y = 1I

represents the left and top sides of a square. The main two
constructive models of homotopy type theory use the Carte-
sian cube category �Cart [2, 4] (the free cartesian category
on an interval object I with disjoint endpoints 0I and 1I) and
the de Morgan cube category [11] (which adds connection
maps, giving the interval the structure of a distributive lat-
tice, as well as reversals). A variation on the de Morgan cube
category is the Dedekind cube category �Ded, which adds
the connections but not reversals, and was shown to also
give a constructive model in [28]. For the path portion of our
directed homotopy type theory, we will use the axiomatic de-
scription of Cartesian cubical type theory [2], which can be
interpreted in presheaves on any cartesian category with an
interval object, including both the Cartesian cube category
and the Dedekind cube category. To abstract the specic
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choice between these, we write �path to represent some
cartesian cube category with an interval.
In the internal language approach [8, 23, 27, 28], models

of cubical type theories are described by axioms in an ex-
tensional type theory that serves as the internal language of
a presheaf 1-topos. This means that we use type theoretic
syntax (formalized in Agda, with postulates for function
extensionality and uniqueness of identity proofs [19]) to de-
scribe constructions in cubical sets, or, in our case, bicubical
sets. In homotopy type theory based on Martin-Löf inten-
sional type theory [38], all types are brant, which roughly
means that all types have a transport function for paths. In
the internal language approach, types instead denote “raw”
cubical sets, which do not necessarily have such transport
functions. Being brant is an internally denable structure
on a type, in the style of type classes: for any type (family)
A, there is another type classifying bration structures on A.

We start with the axioms of Cartesian cubical type the-
ory in [2, Section 3.1.1]. These describe the free Cartesian
category generated by an interval object I with two distinct
terms 0I and 1I. A function f : I → A represents a path in
A, with source f (0I) and target f (1I). In cubical type theory,
the

transport : Π(A : Type), (a0,a1 : A), (C : A → Type).
PathA (a0,a1) → C(a0) → C(a1)

operation of dependent type theory is generalized to a no-
tion of Kan lling, which permits the induction to go through
in a recursive denition of transport for each type family C .
For example, Kan lling includes a primitive notion of “lling
an open box”, meaning that given three sides of a square, one
can produce the missing side and an inside ller witnessing
that the square commutes, which is used to dene transport
in path types. The shapes of the lling problems are deter-
mined by the cobrations, which are a subset of propositions.
In the internal language approach [27, 28], an Agda type
iscof identies those propositions which are cobrations;
the axioms about cobrations needed in [2] are:

iscof : Ω → Ω

Ωcof : Type
Ωcof := Σα : Ω.iscof α

J_Kcof : Ωcof → Ω
JαKcof := fst α

iscof⊥ : iscof ⊥
iscof∧ : Πα β : Ωcof.iscof JαKcof ∧ JβKcof
iscof∨ : Πα β : Ωcof.iscof JαKcof ∨ JβKcof

iscofIeq : Πi j : I.iscof(i = j)
iscof∀I : Πα : I → Ωcof.iscof(Πi : I.Jα iKcof)

This hypothesizes a predicate iscof, which determines when
a proposition is a cobration, and says that cobrations are
closed under conjunction, disjunction, equality on the inter-
val, and universal quantication over the interval. We write
Ωcof for the type of cobrations, and JαKcof for the underly-
ing proposition of a cobration. Here, Ω is the type of strict
propositions in Type0, i.e. types such that Πx,y : α, x = y.

Conjunction ∧ and universal quantication Π are the Agda
types, while a “squashed” disjunction ∨ (where any two
proofs are equal) is postulated.

Given a type A and a cobration α , a partial term of type
A over the cobration α is an element of JαKcof → A. Given
a partial term a : JαKcof → A, the type of extensions2 of a
is dened by A[α 7→ a] := Σx : A.Πp : JαKcof .a p = x . This
represents an element ofA, that when α is true, restricts to a.
For disjunctions, we use the notation A[α1 7→ a1,α2 7→ a2]
to denote the extension typeA[α1 ∨α2 7→ a] where ax is the
restriction of a to αx . The disjunction α1 ∨ α2 represents the
pushout of the pullback of α1 and α2, which requires that a1
and a2 be strictly equal along the intersection α1 ∧α2. When
using an extension x : A[α 7→ a], we often will omit the
projection from A[α 7→ a] to A and write x : A as well.

Using cobrations and extensions, the Kan operation that
brant types satisfy is dened as follows [2, Section 3.1.2]:
Given a type Γ, a type familyA : Γ → Type is a Kan bration
if one can dene a relComΓ structure for it:3

hasCom (A : I → Type) := Πr r ′:I.Πα :Ωcof.
Πt :(Πz:I.JαKcof → A z).
Πb:(A r )[α 7→ t r ].
(A r ′)[α 7→ t r ′, r = r ′ 7→ b]

relComΓ (A : Γ → Type) := Πp:(I → Γ).hasCom(A ◦ p)

This says that a type family A : Γ → Type is Kan when, for
any path p in Γ, any partial path t over p in A, and any total
point b over the path p in A at r , we can get a new point in
A over p at any location r ′ along the path, which restricts to
t and b where they are dened.

These Kan brations form a model of Martin-Löf type
theory with univalence and (some) higher inductive types:
relCom can be inhabited for Π, Σ, path, identity, natural
number, boolean, glue and some higher inductive types, and
the universe itself is brant and univalent [2, Section 3]. We
write UKan : Type for the universe of Kan brations [23].
We can dene all standard concepts of homotopy type the-
ory, and we write isEquiv f and Equiv A B for the standard
denition of half-adjoint equivalence [38].

2.2 Axioms for Bicubical Type Theory
In Figure 1, we describe the additional axioms needed to
describe a directed type theory based on bicubical sets. Riehl-
Shulman [32] extend homotopy type theory with a directed
interval 2, which is used to describe simplices (point, line,
triangle, tetrahedron, etc.) by inequality formulas—e.g. the
triangle is the top half of the square x : 2,y : 2 | y ≤ x . Here,
we extend cubical type theory, which already has an interval
2This is slightly dierent than the extension types in [32], which combine
extension in this sense with a quantier, and are restricted in such a way
that they are always brant.
3Formally the term after the 7→ should be a function that takes a proof of
the boundary formula as input, but since we’re eliding the names for these
variables, we will often write what would be in the body of that function.
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2 : Type
02 : 2
12 : 2

2neq : 02 = 12 → ⊥

_ u _ : 2 → 2 → 2
u02 : Πx : 2.x u 02 = 02

u12 : Πx : 2.x u 12 = x
ucomm : Πx y : 2.x u y = y u x
uidem : Πx : 2.x u x = x
uassoc : Π(x,y, z : 2).

((x u y) u z) = (x u (y u z))
_ t _ : 2 → 2 → 2
t02 : Πx : 2.x t 02 = x
t12 : Πx : 2.x t 12 = 12

tcomm : Πx y : 2.x t y = y t x
tidem : Πx : 2.x t x = x
tassoc : Π(x,y, z : 2).

((x t y) t z) = (x t (y t z))
abs0 : Πx y : 2.x u (x t y) = x
abs1 : Πx y : 2.x t (x u y) = x

iscof2eq : Πi j : 2.iscof (i = j)
iscof∀2 : Πα : 2 → Ωcof.

iscof( Πi : 2.Jα iKcof)
2 is tiny

Ito2triv : Πp : I → 2.Πx : I.
p x = p 0I

2mono : Πp : 2 → 2.Πx y : 2.
x = x u y → p x = p(x) u p(y)

Figure 1. Axioms for Bicubical Directed Type Theory

for paths I, with a second directed interval 2. On the one hand,
we would like the directed interval to support a constructive
denition of a universe of covariant brations using [23],
which relies on the interval being tiny (exponentiation by the
interval has a right adjoint), which is not true for the interval
in simplical sets. On the other hand, we would like this
interval to support the body of denitions that are made in
[32], where triangular shapes are sometimes important—e.g.
a type is a category (roughly) if, given any two composable
directed morphisms, there is a unique composite morphism
and a triangle relating them. We can accomplish both of
these using the Dedekind cube category �Ded, in which the
interval is dened to be a distributive lattice, where the lattice
meet and join are referred to as connections. Using the lattice
structure, we can dene x ≤ y as x = x u y (x is the min
of x and y). In Figure 1, the rst group of axioms describe
Dedekind cubes: the interval has two disjoint points; there
aremeet and join operations satisfying the distributive lattice
laws. Relative to the simplex category axioms [32], this omits
the requirement that ≤ is a total order (x ≤ y ∨ y ≤ x for
all x and y, which allows for dening a square in a type
A by pasting together two triangles in A on the diagonal).
This omission does not seem to be a problem: rst, we have

checked that some of the denitions that use totality in [32]
in fact only use it via the connections; second, many internal
constructions involve Segal or discrete types, which satisfy
totality weakly (with a uniqueness principle up to paths
not strict equality); third, one can internally carve out the
simplices via a sheaf condition [9] to state theorems about
types that do satisfy totality.
The next two axioms in Figure 1, iscof2eq and iscof∀2,

say that equality on the directed interval, and Π over the
directed interval, are cobrations, extending the class of
shapes that can be lled in Kan types. For example, iscof2eq
allows converting a path to a morphism in a Kan type: given
p : I → A, we make 2 → A by the Kan composition

path_to_hom(p) :=
λ(x : 2).comz :0I→1I

A [x = 02 7→ p(0I)

, x = 12 7→ p(z)](p(0I))

which has endpoints p(0I) at 02 and p(1I) at 12. iscof∀2

is used to show that glue types [11] (where the function
is an equivalence) are covariant families, which is the key
lemma for showing that Ucov is path-univalent. Tininess is
for building Ucov [23].

The nal two axioms, Ito2triv and 2mono, are used below
in the construction of directed univalence. Ito2triv says that
any map from the undirected interval to the directed interval
is constant. The second axiom says that any function 2 → 2
is monotonic—if x ≤ y thenp(x) ≤ p(y)—which, for example,
rules out a reversal 1 − x .

2.3 Soundness in Bicubical Sets
Extensional type theory with the axioms in Figure 1 can be
interpreted in bicubical sets, the presheaf topos Set�

op
path×�

op
Ded :

Theorem 2.1. Let �path be a cartesian category with an
interval object I with two distinct endpoints 0I and 1I in
1 →�path I, such that for any object C , the hom-set C →�path I
has decidable equality. Then the axioms for cartesian cubical
type theory in [2, Section 3.1.1], and the axioms for bicubical
directed type theory in Figure 1 are true in Set�

op
path×�

op
Ded .

The proof is in an extended version of this article [40].

3 Universe of Covariant Discrete Fibrations
Intuitively, a type B : A → Type is a covariant discrete bra-
tion [32] when it is covariant, in the sense that given a di-
rected morphism HomA (a0,a1) there is a transport function
B(a0) → B(a1) (satisfying a certain universal property), and
each ber B(a) is discrete, in the sense that it is a groupoidal
type with trivial directed morphisms. In this section, we
dene a universe Ucov, where a type B : A → Ucov will
be a covariant discrete bration over A. Because of the di-
rected univalence principle we construct below, Ucov itself
is a higher-categorical analogue of the category of sets and
functions, but where “set” means∞-groupoid and function
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means functor. We could similarly dene a universe of con-
travariant discrete brations, but we focus (arbitrarily) on
the covariant case for this paper.

Because the denition of covariant uses the directed mor-
phism type, we rst show that it follows from our axioms.

3.1 Directed Morphism Type
Given a type A and two terms a0 and a1, the type of directed
morphisms from a0 to a1 is

HomA (a0,a1) := Πi : 2.A[i = 02 7→ a0, i = 12 7→ a1]

Compare with the cubical path type PathA (a0,a1) := Πi :
I.A[i = 0I 7→ a0, i = 1I 7→ a1]. We can also dene dependent
morphism types where, instead of a xed type, we consider
a family of types indexed by the corresponding interval type:
Given a type family A : 2 → Type and two terms a0 : A 02
and a1 : A 12, the type of directed paths from a0 to a1 is

DHomA (a0,a1) := Πi : 2.(A i)[i = 02 7→ a0, i = 12 7→ a1]

In [32], morphism types are dened as extension types,
which combine quantication over interval variables and
extension constraints, restricted in such a way that an ex-
tension type is always brant. Here, we must show that the
morphism type is Kan:

Theorem3.1 (universe.Hom.Hom-code-universal). There
is a code

dhom : Π(A : I → UKan).A(0I) → A(1I) → UKan

such that El(dhom(A,a0,a1)) = DHomEl◦A (a0,a1)

The proof uses the fact that, for a directed interval variable
x , x = 0 and x = 1 are cobrations; the argument is then the
same as the argument for Kan path types [2, 11].

3.2 Covariant Discrete Fibrations
For a type family A : 2 → Type to be covariant should mean
that there is a “coercion” functionA(02) → A(12). For this to
be well-behaved, it is necessary to moreover insist that this
function has a universal property relative toA: for each input,
its result is related to the input by the relation DHomA , and
in fact the unique such element of A(12). Uniqueness here
is up to homotopy (as opposed to strict equality), using the
standard notion of a type A being contractible (iscontr A :=
Σa : A.Πx : A.PathA (a, x))—this style of denition is one
reason why the separate notions of morphisms and paths
in bisimplicial setting are helpful. For a general type family
A : Γ → Type, one asks that any precomposition with a
directed path in Γ has such a coercion function:

Denition 3.2 ([32, Denition 8.2]). Consider a type Γ and
type family A : Γ → Type. A is covariant if for every mor-
phism p : HomΓ (x,y) and point a0 : A x , there is a unique
element a1 : A(p12)with a dependent path overA◦p starting
at a0:

iscov A := Πp:2 → Γ.Πa0:A (p 02).

iscontr (σa1 : A (p 12).DHomA◦p (a0,a1))

While we could use this denition unchanged, in our set-
ting, we can give an equivalent denition that will be more
convenient. First, an equivalent (for Kan types) denition of
being contractible is that any partial element can be extended
to a complete element [11, 27]:

iscontr′ A := Πα :Ωcof.Πp:(JαKcof → A).A[α 7→ p]

The idea is that taking α to be > gives the center of contrac-
tion, and taking α to be (i = 0I) ∨ (i = 1I) can be used to
create a path between any two elements.

Substituting the partial-extends-to-total denition of con-
tractibility into the denition of covariance, and rearranging
some quantiers, we obtain a cubical lling operation for
morphism variables:

Denition 3.3. A covariant lling structure on A : Γ →

Type is a term of type relCovΓ A:
hasCov (A : 2 → Type) := Πα :Ωcof.

Πt :(Πz:2.JαKcof → A z).
Πb:(A 02)[α 7→ t 02].

Πi:2.(A i)[α 7→ t i, (02 = i) 7→ b]
relCovΓ (A : Γ → Type) := Πp:2 → Γ.hasCov(A ◦ p)

In the formalization, we show

Theorem 3.4 (Covariant.rcov-hprop,
Covariant.relCov-internal-equiv,
Covariant-is-Fibrant.com-hasCov). relCovΓA is a homo-
topy proposition, Kan, and logically equivalent (and therefore
equivalent) to being covariant (Denition 3.2).

An advantage of this formulation is that many types can
be shown to be covariant by a nearly identical construction
to their Kan composition structure. For example, because 2
has connections, we can apply the lling-from-composition
lemma [11], which states that to construct the above, it suf-
ces to dene

hasCov12 (A) := Πα :Ωcof.
Πt :(Πz:2.JαKcof → A z).
Πb:(A 02)[α 7→ t 02].

(A 12)[α 7→ t 12]

This is exactly CCHM Kan composition [11] but stated for
the directed interval, rather than the path interval—thus, we
can prove that the covariant types are closed under certain
type constructors by the same argument used to show that
they are Kan in [11].

In the formalization (Segal,Discrete), we also give anal-
ogous reformulatioms for [32]’s denitions of discrete and
Segal types.

3.3 The Universe Ucov

We construct the universe Ucov following [23]: we work
within Agda using an idempotent comonadic modality im-
plemented by Andrea Vezzosi4 to formalize constructions
involving the universe. We write UKan for the universe of
Kan types constructed in [2]. We build the universe Ucov of
4This modality has been integrated into Agda as of version 2.6.1.
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those Kan types that are covariant discrete brations (relCov)
using [23, Theorem 5.2]. The assumptions of this are (1) that
the interval 2 used in the denition of hasCov is tiny, i.e.
exponentiation by the interval has a right adjoint (which we
assumed in Figure 1); (2) that ⊥ is a cobration (an assump-
tion from [2]); and (3) that relCov is itself Kan (Theorem 3.4);
it would be immediate if we had used the original [32] de-
nition, in terms of Π, Σ, path and hom types, all of which are
Kan). Thus, we can construct a type Ucov, which has decod-
ing function El : Ucov → UKan, along with an introduction
rule saying that a “crisp” [23] (closed) term of type Γ → UKan
has a code in the universe for every covariant discrete bra-
tion structure on it. Moreover, El ◦ A is covariant for any
A : Γ → Ucov—any type family in Ucov has a transport func-
tion lifting directed morphisms in its domain to morphisms
in Ucov—with the denition of relCov(El ◦A) determined by
the data in a code. Note that the modal restrictions on uni-
verses concern its introduction rule, but the type Ucov and
its elimination forms are unrestricted, and the statement of
directed univalence below has no modal restrictions.
We have checked that this denition of Ucov is useful by

proving it is closed under some example type constructors:

Theorem3.5 (universe.{Sigma,Pi,Path,Hom}). There are
codes

• Σcov : Π(A : Ucov).Π(B : ElA → Ucov).Ucov
• Πcov : Π(A :[ UKan).Π(B : A → Ucov).Ucov
• pathcov : Π(A : Ucov).ElA → ElA → Ucov
• homcov : Π(A : Ucov).ElA → ElA → Ucov

that decode to Σ, Π, Path and Hom types respectively.

This shows that Ucov is closed under Σ types, Π types
with a constant domain (because the domain is a contra-
not covariant position; this is enforced by the modal restric-
tion to a crisp A), PathA, and HomA types. While in general
HomA (−,a) should be contravariant rather than covariant,
if A is in Ucov, then it is discrete, so its morphisms are equiv-
alent to paths and thus invertible. The full proof is in the
above les in the formalization; because of our reformulation
of covariance as analogous to CCHM Kan lling, the proofs
for Σ, Path and Hom are analogous to the arguments that Σ
and Path are Kan in [11], while the argument for Π with a
constant domain is analogous to the argument that Π has
homogeneous composition (which does not use Kan lling
in the domain).

3.4 Ucov is path-univalent
The universe Ucov should enjoy two kinds of univalence:
First, like universes in ordinary homotopy type theory, a
path in Ucov should be an equivalence. Second, a directed
morphism should be a function. We write J−Kcov for the
composite of the two El functions Ucov → UKan → Type. For
both kinds of univalence, we use glue types [11], which are
formed from a cobration α , a partial type T : α → Type,

a type B : Type, and a partial function f : Πp : α .T p → B.
The type Glue[α 7→ (T , f )]B is isomorphic to Σt : (JαKcof →
T ).B[α 7→ f t], but when α is satised, Glue[α 7→ (T , f )]B
is strictly equal to T .

We consider path-univalence rst, as its proof is straight-
forward from previous work. The main lemma is that Ucov
is closed under glue types:

Lemma3.6 (universe.Glue-Equiv-Covariant.GlueUCov).
Given any α : Ωcof,T : JαKcof → Ucov, B : Ucov, and f :
JαKcof → JT Kcov → JBKcov where f is an equivalence, the type
Glue[α 7→ (JT Kcov, f )]JBKcov is in Ucov.

Because of the above reformulation (relCov) of being co-
variant as CCHM [11] Kan lling, but for the directed inter-
val, we can use exactly the CCHM algorithm for composition
in glue types to prove this. Glue types have univalence as
the special case of gluing with an equivalence on one side:
Glue[x = 0I 7→ (A, e), (x = 1) 7→ (B, idB )](b).

Theorem3.7 (DirUnivalence.ua). For any two typesA and
B in Ucov, we have the following equivalence.

ua : Equiv (Equiv JAKcov JBKcov) (PathUcov (A,B))

Glue types also imply that Ucov is itself Kan—given some
paths to compose inUcov, we can project paths inUKan, which
determine equivalences, which can then be composed using
the glue type, which is covariant by above.

Theorem 3.8 (universe.UCov-Com.UCovU). Ucov is Kan.

The proof is analogous to the proof thatUKan is Kan in [2, 11].

4 The Directed Univalence Retraction
Next, we dene the directed univalence reection of mor-
phisms HomUcov (A,B) onto functions JAKcov → JBKcov.

4.1 Morphisms to Functions.
Given a morphism in Ucov, part of the denition of Ucov is
a covariant lling structure for Elcov : Ucov → Type, which
yields a coercion function along from 02 to 12:

dcoe : ΠA B : Ucov.HomUcov (A,B) → (JAKcov → JBKcov)
dcoe A B p := λx : covEl p ⊥ exfalso x 12

4.2 Functions to Morphisms.
We turn a function into a morphism using the same glue
type used for undirected univalence, but this time without
requiring that the function f be an equivalence:

duahom′ : ΠA B : Type.(A → B) → HomType (A,B)

duahom′ A B f := λi : 2.Glue[i = 02 7→ (A, f )
, i = 12 7→ (B, idB )]B

In presenting the denition of duahom′, we omit the bound-
ary proofs for the sake of clarity.

For this to be a morphism in Ucov, we need to show that it
is Kan and covariant. In general, glue types with an arbitrary
function (as opposed to an equivalence) are not Kan, but
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the fact that the cobration restricts a directed interval i
gives some additional leverage that is not present in ordinary
cubical models.

Lemma 4.1 (universe.FunGlue.FunGlueUKan). For every
pair of types A B : UKan, function f : JAKKan → JBKKan, and
i : 2, the type duahom′ A B f i determines a code in UKan.

Proof. We need to show that duahom′ is a Kan bration.
Thus, for any path p in 2 → (ΣA : UKan.ΣB : UKan.A → B),
we construct a solution to the hasCom lling problem for the
path in Type induced by the composition of p and duahom′.
For the sake of clarity, we will only present the proof that
this path has a coercion structure (i.e. hasCom from 0I to 1I

over the false cobration proposition ⊥), but the full proof
is available in the Agda formalization.

Let pi be the path in 2 induced by p, pA and pB be the two
paths in UKan induced by p, and lastly pf be the dependent
path over λj .JpA jKKan → JpB jKKan contained in p. Now,
given any term

д0 : duahom′ JpA 0IKKan JpB 0IKKan (pf 0I) (pi 0I)

we must construct a term in
duahom′ JpA 1IKKan JpB 1IKKan (pf 1I) (pi 1I)

Note that, for anyA, B, f , and i , a term in duahom′AB f i is
just the pair of a term a : A under the assumption i = 02, and
a termb : B where f a is strictly equal tob when i = 02. Thus,
let a0 and b0 be the components dening д0. Let a1 and b1 de-
note the corresponding components we must construct to de-
ne a term in duahom′ JpA 1IKKan JpB 1IKKan (pf 1I) (pi 1I).
As pA is a path in UKan and thus is Kan bration, we can

dene a1 by coercing a0 along pA, which we will denote as
a1 := com0I 7→1IpA a0

We must be able to dene a1 whenever pi 1I = 02, but it
depends on a0 which only exists when pi 0I = 02. Thus, for
this to work, we require the triviality axiom (Ito2triv) that
states any function I → 2 is trivial. In our setting, this means
that if pi 1I = 02 we know that for every j : I it must be the
case that pi j = 02, and therefore pi 0I = 02 conrming a0
exists whenever we need to dene a1.
Next, to dene b1, we analogously ll along pB , but to

ensure it is strictly equal to f 1I a1 when pi 1I = 02, we
must ll along the cobration proposition pi 1I = 02.
b1 := com0I 7→1IpB [pi 1I = 02 7→ λj .pf j (com0I 7→jpA a0)] b0

Again, b1 also depends on Ito2triv in order to dene the
boundary constraint.
The construction for a general composition problem in

our formalization is nearly identical to that of the coercion
described above. As duahom′ is Kan, for every pair of types
A B : UKan, function f : JAKKan → JBKKan, and i : 2, the type
duahom′ A B f i determines a code in UKan. �

Lemma 4.2 (universe.FunGlue.FunGlueUCov). For every
pair of types A B : Ucov, function f : JAKcov → JBKcov, and
i : 2, the type duahom′ A B f i determines a code in Ucov.

Proof. Aswe already know that duahom′ is Kan, this amounts
to showing it is covariant. The construction of the solution
of the covariant lling problem is nearly identical to that
of the Kan lling problem. The sole dierence is that we
use covariant lling in A and B instead of Kan lling, and
we have a dierent justication for why a0 always exists
whenever we need to be able to dene a1.

Let pi be the morphism in 2 induced by the morphism we
are considering in the lling problem. We must be able to
dene a1 whenever pi 12 = 02 using a0 which only exists
when pi 02 = 02. In this case, we use the monotonicity
axiom (2mono): if pi 12 = 02, we know that for every j : 2 it
also holds that pi j = 02, and thus we always have a0 when
it is needed to dene a1.

�

Since duahom′ is both Kan and covariant, it constructs a
morphism in Ucov:

duahom : ΠA B : Ucov.(JAKcov → JBKcov) → HomUcov (A,B)

4.3 Reection
A calculation with the denition of Lemma 4.2 shows that

Lemma 4.3 (DirUnivalence.duaβ). For every pair types
A B : Ucov and every function f : JAKcov → JBKcov, we can
construct a path

duaβ : PathJAKcov→JBKcov (f , dcoe A B (duahom A B f ))

Proof. To dene the path, we construct the following func-
tion of type I → A → B:

λi a.cov02 7→12 (duahom A B f )
[i = 0I 7→ λj .glue[j = 02 7→ a, j = 12 7→ f a]f a

, i = 1I 7→ λj .cov02 7→j (duahom A B f ) a] a

As the function has the correct boundaries at i = 0I and
i = 1I, it is the desired path. �

However, for the other composite, we obtain only a mor-
phism:

Lemma4.4 (DirUnivalence.duaηfun). For everyAB : Ucov,
p : HomUcov (A,B), and i : 2, we can construct a function (and
therefore a HomUcov by Lemma 4.2)

duaηfun i : (p i) → (duahom A B (dcoe A B p) i)

Proof. The idea is that, as duahom A B (dcoe A B p) i is a
glue type with base B (i.e. p 12), we can take any term in
p i and coerce it to a term in p 12 to dene our function.
We construct the function as λi x .covi 7→12p x . Note that we
used a dierent covariant ller that goes from i to 12; this
follows from our standard covariant ller that goes from 02

to i using the connections on the directed interval. �

5 Cobar Construction and Bicubical Stacks
Next, we will restrict Ucov to a subuniverse for which we
can show that duaηfun is an equivalence (we do not have
countermodel showing denitively that duaηfun is not an
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D : UKan → UKan
η : {A : UKan} → JAKKan → JDAKKan
L : JD(UKan)KKan → UKan

D̃ : {A : UKan} → (JAKKan → UKan)

→ JDAKKan → UKan
D̃ B := L ◦ Dfun(B)

isStack : UKan → UKan
isStack A := isEquiv ηA

Dfun : {A B : UKan} → (JAKKan → JBKKan)
→ JDAKKan → JDBKKan

Dcomp : {A B C : UKan} → (д : JBKKan → JCKKan)
→ (f : JAKKan → JBKKan)
→ Dfun(д ◦ f ) = Dfun(д) ◦ Dfun(f )

Did : (A : UKan)

→ Dfun(λa : JAKKan.a) = λa : JDAKKan.a
ηnat : {A B : UKan} → (f : JAKKan → JBKKan)

→ ηB ◦ f = ηA ◦ Dfun(f )
ηpath : (A : UKan)

→ PathJDAKKan→JD2AKKan (Dfun(ηA), ηDA)
Leq : L ◦ ηUKan = D

DΣsnd : {A : UKan} → {B : JAKKan → UKan}

→ Πp : JD(Σa : A.B a)KKan.JD̃B (Dfun fst a)KKan
DΣeq : {A : UKan} → (B : JAKKan → UKan)

→ isIso (λx .(Dfun fst x,DΣsnd x))

Figure 2. Axioms and Denitions for Descent Operator

equivalence for Ucov, but we have not been able to prove it).
We do this using a notion of stack (but for the trivial topol-
ogy), which picks out those types that are equivalent to their
cobar construction. The denitions and many of the theorems
in this section follow Coquand and Ruch [13]; we also check
that this work applies to our setting and prove a few extra
lemmas needed for our use of theses ideas. Coquand and
Ruch abstract many of the denitions and lemmas to the
level of an arbitrary left-exact (lex) operator on types, and
we have formalized this part of the construction in Agda.
The parts that are cobar-specic are postulated as axioms.

We axiomatize the cobar operator as is shown in Figure 2.
The main idea is that we add a new endofunctor D on brant
types which comes equipped with a natural transformation
η : idUKan → D. Using this, we make a restricted version of
our covariant universe containing those covariant typesA for
which ηA : A → DA is an equivalence, and call these types
stacks. We show that all of the basic type formers preserve
the property of being a stack. With the added structure of
this equivalence for every type, we are able to show that
a function is an equivalence of bicubical stacks if at every
object in�Ded it is an equivalence of cubical sets, fromwhich
we can complete the construction of directed univalence for
the universe of covariant stacks.

5.1 Universes and Closure Properties
First, we show that the stacks are closed under the following:

Lemma 5.1 (Descent.Pi.ΠisStack). Given a Kan type A
and a Kan bration B : JAKKan → UKan, if the bers of B are
stacks then Πa : A.B a is a stack.

Lemma 5.2 (Descent.Sigma.ΣisStack, Proposition 1.1 in
[13]). If a Kan typeA is a stack and the bers of a Kan bration
B : A → UKan are stacks, then Σa : A.B a is a stack.

We dene the universe of covariant stacks, Ucovstack, as
ΣX : Ucov.isStack X (UCovStack.UCovStack).

Proposition 5.3. Ucovstack is logically non-degenerate, in the
sense that it contains an empty type Void.

Proof. First, Void is discrete, because being discrete means
that for all x,y : Void, HomVoid (x,y) ' PathVoid (x,y) (by a
particular map), which is vacuously true. Thus, λ_.Void is a
constant family of discrete types, and any such family has a
code in Ucov. Finally, Void is a stack as well: in the specic
case of cobar, D(Void) � Void, which implies the inverse to
ηVoid. Thus, Void has a code in Ucovstack. �

5.2 The Cobar Construction
Next, we work externally (so this part has not been formal-
ized) and check that axioms in Figure 2 are true. [13] denes
the cobar operator by rst dening a type operator E.

Denition 5.4. Given a Kan type A in a context Γ, the type
EA in context Γ has terms as follows: For every X in �Ded
and ρ in Γ(X ), and element u in EAρ(X ) is given by a family
of elements u(f ) of A(ρ f )(Y ) indexed by morphisms f ∈

�Ded(Y ,X ). It is equipped with a natural transformation
αA : A → EA (bered over each element ρ in Γ) sending a in
Aρ(X ) to the family f 7→ af .

In particular, notice that for X in �Ded, an element of
EnA(X ) is a function that takes as input an n-chain of com-
posable morphisms with codomainX and returns an element
of A(Y ) where Y is the domain of the chain.

In the denition of the cobar operator, we will need the fol-
lowing: Given a list (i1, . . . , in) : In , the formula δ (i1, . . . , in)
is the (n + 1)-ary disjunction

(0I = i1) ∨ (i1 = i2) ∨ . . . ∨ (in−1 = in ) ∨ (in = 1I)

We then dene a partial term diag : (®i : In) → δ (®i) → In−1

by omitting i1 on 0I = i1, ik on ik = ik+1, and in on in = 1I.

Denition 5.5. Given a Kan type A in a context Γ, the type
DA in context Γ has terms as follows: For every X in �Ded
and ρ in Γ(X ), and element u in DAρ(X ) is given by a family
of elements u(i1, . . . , in) of En+1A indexed by lists of interval
variables (i1, . . . , in) : In for every natural number n. These
families must also satisfy the following conditions:

u = α ◦ u ◦ diag when 0I = i1
u = Ek (α) ◦ u ◦ diag when ik = ik+1
u = En (α) ◦ u ◦ diag when in = 1I
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We dene the natural transformation ηA : A → DA such
that (ηAa)(i1, . . . , in) = αn+1a.

While the details are rather technical, the main idea is
that for every Dedekind cube X a term in DA(X ) is a family
un indexed by n : N, and each un is a function that takes
as input an n + 1-length chain of morphisms in �Ded with
codomain X , and returns an n-cube in DA(Y ) where Y is the
domain of the chain. These families are constrained so that
some of the boundaries of the n + 1-cubes given by un+1 are
the various n-cubes given by un evaluated at all of the n + 1-
chains given by replacing an adjacent pair in the n + 2-chain
with their composition, along with the n-cube given by us-
ing the rst morphism in the chain to substitute the n-cube
given by evaluating un at the tail of the original chain. As
a simple example, consider f : �Ded(X ,W ), д : �Ded(Y ,X ),
and h : �Ded(Z ,Y ). The square λi j .u2(i, j)(f ,д,h) will have
λi .u1(i)(f ,д)h on one side followed by λi .u1(i)(f ◦д,h) on an-
other, and λi .u1(i)(f ,д◦h) is along the diagonal. λi .u1(i)(f ,д)
is a path starting atu0(f )д and ending atu0(f ◦д), λi .u1(i)(f ◦
д,h) is a path fromu0(f ◦д)h tou0(f ◦д◦h), and λi .u1(i)(f ,д◦
h) is a path from u0(f )дh to u0(f ◦ д ◦ h), as depicted below:

u0(f ◦ д)h u0(f ◦ д ◦ h)

u0(f )дh

λi .u1(i)(f ◦д,h)

λi .u1(i)(f ,д)h
λi .u1(i)(f ,д◦h)

In particular, note that the conditions determine the bound-
aries of an n-simplex inside of every n-cube.

Proposition 5.6. For any Kan type A, there is a path in
DA → D2A between ηDA and Dfun ηA.

Proof. As is described in Proposition 4.3 of [13], an element
of D2A is of the form vm,n(i1, . . . , im)(j1, . . . , jn) satisfying a
number of equations. Foru inDA, a homotopy fromηDA(u)m,n
to (Dfun ηA)(u)m,n , in the presence of connections, is given
by λk : I.vkm,n where vkm,n(®i)(®j) := um+n+1(®i ∧ k,k,k ∨ ®j).

Given our work is agnostic to the choice of cube category
�path for paths, we would like a proof that does not depend
on the presence of connections; however, unlike in [13], we
restrict our functor D to only be over brant types, and thus
we can use path induction to replace the use of connections
in their proof. Given some term a : I → A for a Kan type
A, we can construct a term a∧ : Π(i, j) : I2.A[i = 0I 7→

a 0I, i = 1I 7→ a j, j = 0I 7→ a 0I, j = 1I 7→ a i, i = j 7→
a i] by path induction on a, as the extension type is brant.
The square for the other connection is constructed similarly.
A reference implementation of the connections inside of
Cartesian cubical type theory is available in the standard
library of redtt [1, prelude.connection]. Having dened
these, we build a homotopy with the same boundaries as
vkm,n by induction onm and n, iteratively using these two
constructions in place of the connections.

To construct vkm,n where the length of ®i ism and that of ®j
is n, we rst do induction over an auxiliary number z ≤ m to

Ddua : ∀{A B : UKan}{ f : JAKKan → JBKKan}{i : 2}
→ D(duahom′ A B f i)
→ duahom′ (DA) (DB) (Dfun f ) i

Ddua д := glue[i = 02 7→ д, i = 12 7→ Dfun unglue д]
(Dfun unglue д)

Ddua-iso : isIso _ _ Ddua
DPath-iso : {A : UKan} → (a0 a1 : JAKKan)

→ Iso (DPathDA ηa0 ηa1) (D(DPathA a0 a1))
DHom-iso : {A : UKan} → (a0 a1 : JAKKan)

→ Iso (DHomDA ηa0 ηa1) (D(DHomA a0 a1))
Path-η-eq : ∀{A : UKan}{a0 a1 : JAKKan}(p : DPathA a0 a1)

→ (DPath-iso a0 a1) ◦ ηA ◦ p = ηDPathA a0 a1 p
Hom-η-eq : ∀{A : UKan}{a0 a1 : JAKKan}(p : DHomA a0 a1)

→ (DHom-iso a0 a1) ◦ ηA ◦ p = ηDHomA a0 a1 p

Figure 3. Additional Axioms and Denitions for Cobar Op-
erator

dene a term w of type Iz+m+n+1 → Em+n+2A. when z = 0,
we simply dene the term to bew0 := λ®x : Im+n+1.um+n+1(®x).
Now, assume we have dened wz : Iz+m+n+1 → Em+n+2A.
To dene the term wz+1 : Iz+1+m+n+1 → Em+n+2A, we iso-
late and curry the variable xz+1 from ®x (where xz+1 will
ultimately correspond to the (z + 1)-th element in the m-
length list ®i), and then use the ∧-connection construction
on λ.xz+1.λ®x \ xz+1.wz (®x), adding a new dimension variable
for the connection at position xz+1 and resulting inwz+1 of
the desired type. Given we can do this construction for any
z ≤ m, we in particular can do it form itself, resulting in a
term w : I2m+n+1 → Em+n+2A. Lastly, we repeat the above
construction starting withw instead of u, using n instead of
m, using the ∨-connection instead of ∧, and working from
the variables indexed at the end of ®x instead of the beginning
to dene a termw ′ : I2m+2n+1 → Em+n+2A.

To nish, we abstractw ′ over a fresh dimension variable k
and substitute back in ®i , ®j and k in the correct positions of its
arguments corresponding to the denition of vkm,n that uses
connections, resulting in a cube that has identical boundaries.
Given this construction has the identical boundary as that
built using connections, the family dened using this also
satises the constraints required to be an element of D2A,
and is the path we set out to build. �

Theorem 5.7 (Corollary 4.1 in [13]). The cobar operator sat-
ises the axioms in Figure 2.

Proof. The proof that cobar operator is a lex operator (and
thus satises the axioms) can be found in [13]. The only
proof that depends on connections is that corresponding to
Proposition 5.6, which we have proven above. �

To complete the proofs that stacks are closed under path
and morphism types, we add a few isomorphisms and equa-
tions for η to our model, shown in Figure 3.
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Lemma 5.8. For any representable Ψ = In × 2m and Kan
bration A : Ψ → UKan in context Γ, D(Πx : Ψ.A x) is
isomorphic to Πx : Ψ.D(A x).

Proof. As our representables are all give by products of I
and 2, it is sucient to just show it holds for each interval.
First, consider E(Πi : I.A i). For each X ∈ �Ded, ρ ∈ Γ(X ),
u ∈ E(Πi : I.A i)ρ and f ∈ �Ded(Y ,X ), u(f ) is a term in
Πi : I.(A i)ρ f . We can reorder the arguments to get an
element of Πi : I.E(A i) by (i,X , f ) 7→ u(X , f , i), which is
clearly an isomorphism. Similarly, for E(Πi : 2.A i), for each
X ∈ �Ded, u ∈ E(Πi : 2.A i)ρ and f ∈ �Ded(Y ,X ), u(f ) is
a term in Πi : 2.(A i)ρ f . This is equivalent to considering
u(f ×id2) a term inA(Y×2), and thus we can also pull out the
2 to the outside with Yoneda and rearrange the arguments
to get a term in Πi : 2.E(A i). Given how DA is constructed
using EA, we can iterate this isomorphism and commute
arguments with the indexing lists of interval variables to get
the isomorphisms between D(Πi : I.A i) and Πi : I.D(A i),
along with between D(Πi : 2.A i) and Πi : 2.D(A i). As
this is simply reordering the arguments to the families, the
equations required by D still hold. �

Lemma5.9. For any representableΨ = In×2m , Kan bration
A : Ψ → UKan in context Γ, cobration β only depending on
Ψ, and partial term a : Πx : Ψ.β → A x , the type D(Πx :
Ψ.(A x)[β 7→ a x]) is isomorphic to Πx : Ψ.(D(A x))[β 7→

ηA x a x].

Proof. Given how D(A x) is dened using E, we can unfold
the denition and use the above isomorphism to see that
D(Πx : Ψ.(A x)[β 7→ a x]) is a restriction of the type Πx :
Ψ.D(A x) given by Πx : Ψ.(D(A x))[β 7→ ηA x a x]. �

Corollary 5.10. The axiomsDPath-iso,DHom-iso, Path-η-eq
and Hom-η-eq from Figure 3 hold.

Lemma5.11 (Descent.Path.PathO-isStack). If the bers
of a Kan bration A : I → UKan are stacks, then for any terms
a0 in A 0I and a1 in A 1I the type DPathA a0 a1 is a stack.

Proof. To construct the inverse to η, we use the isomorphism
from Corollary 5.10 and construct an inverse to the function
ηA ◦ − : DPathA a0 a1 → DPathD◦A (ηA 0I a0) (ηA 1I a1).
Given a pathp inDPathD◦A (ηA 0I a0) (ηA 1I a1) and i in 2, the
inverse just applies η−1A i top i , using the fact thatAi is a stack
to compose with the path in PathA i (η

−1
A i (η (p i))) (p i)when

i equals 0I or 1I. As (ηA i ,η
−1
A i ) form an adjoint equivalence

for every i , it follows that this is also an adjoint equivalence
and thus an equivalence. �

Analogously, we have

Lemma 5.12 (Descent.Hom.HomO-isStack). If the bers of
a Kan bration A : 2 → UKan are stacks, then for any terms
a0 in A 02 and a1 in A 12 the type DHomA a0 a1 is a stack.

As with path and hom types, we add an isomorphism as
an axiom in our model to facilitate the proof that stacks are
closed under duahom′.

Lemma 5.13. Consider Kan types A and B, function f :
JAKKan → JBKKan and i : 2. The function Ddua dened in
Figure 3 is an isomorphism.

Proof. Observe that, for every object Ψ = Im × 2n , the type
Ψ → duahom′ A B f i is isomorphic to duahom′ (Ψ →

A) (Ψ → B) (f ◦ −) i . Unfolding the denition of D, we see
the action of Ddua is an application of this isomorphism,
and thus is an isomorphism itself. �

Lemma5.14 (Descent.FunGlue.Glue-isStack). Given Kan
types A and B, a function f : JAKKan → JBKKan and a term
x : 2, ifA and B are stacks, then so is the type duahom′AB f i .

We use the following property below:

Theorem 5.15 (Theorem 5.1 in [13]). Given stacks A and
B in UKan and a function f : JAKKan → JBKKan, if for every
X ∈ �Ded f (−,X ) is an equivalence of cubical sets, then f is
an equivalence of bicubical sets.

5.3 Completing Directed Univalence
Next, we show that Ucovstack satises directed univalence.

First, as Ucovstack is the restriction of Ucov by a homotopy
proposition isStack, the proof of the retraction in Ucov lifts
into Ucovstack (see DirUnivalenceReflectionStack.agda).
To complete the equivalence, it suces to show that duaηfun
is an equivalence; then, by function extensionality and path-
univalence for Ucovstack, we get a path in 2 → Ucovstack. To
construct this, we will externally justify the following axiom:

Denition 5.16 (Covariant Equivalence Axiom).
covEquivAx : Πp q:2 → Ucovstack.

Π f :(Πi : 2.Jp iKcovstack → Jq iKcovstack).
Πe0:isEquiv (f 02).Πe1:isEquiv (f 12).

Πi:2.isEquiv (f i)

which says that any map between covariant brations that is
an equivalence at 02 and at 12 is an equivalence. Before jus-
tifying the axiom, we use it to complete the internal directed
univalence equivalence.

Lemma5.17 (DirUnivalence.duaη). For every pair of types
A B : Ucovstack and every morphism p : HomUcovstack (A,B), the
map duaηfun dened in Lemma 4.4 is an equivalence, so by
path-univalence for Ucovstack we obtain

duaη : PathHomUcovstack (A,B)
(p, duahom A B (dcoe A B p))

Proof. To build this path, we use covEquivAx with duaηfun,
as on both 02 and 12 duaηfun is strictly equal to the identity
function and thus is an equivalence. We will denote the
proofs that it is an equivalence on the endpoints by e0 and e1
respectively. As the paths at the endpoints are induced by the
identity functions, we can also construct paths between the
the paths induced by duaηfun at 02 and 12 and the identity
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paths atA and B, which we will denote by p0 and p1. We now
construct the path duaη as follows:

λi j .(com0I 7→1I (λ_.PathUcovstack (p j, duahom A B (dcoe A B p) j))
[j = 02 7→ λi .p0 i,
j = 12 7→ λi .p1 i]
ua (covEquivAx _ _ duaηfun e0 e1 j)) i

�

Theorem5.18 (DirUnivalence.dua). For allAB : Ucovstack,
we have an equivalence

dua : Equiv (JAKcovstack → JBKcovstack) (HomUcovstack (A,B))

Proof. Aswe have functions between JAKcovstack → JBKcovstack
and HomUcovstack (A,B) that are inverses up to homotopy, we
have a quasi-equivalence and thus an equivalence. �

Putting all of these results together, we conclude:

Theorem 5.19 (Main Theorem). There exists a constructive
model of a type theory in bicubical sets with a universe of
brant types (UKan) and a universe of covariant brations
(Ucovstack) such that:

• Ucovstack has a decode function into UKan;
• UKan is closed under Π, Σ, DPath, DHom and contains
codes for (smaller) UKanand Ucovstack;

• Ucovstack is closed under Π (with a xed closed domain),
Σ, DPath and DHom;

• UKan and Ucovstack are both path univalent;
• Ucovstack is morphism (directed path) univalent.

The model described by Theorem 5.19 could be presented
in such a way that the user only sees brant (Kan) types,
with a homotopy type theory living in UKan, and a xed
collection of covariant type constructors living in Ucovstack.
That is, the type constructors that land inUcovstack are special
in two ways relative to the general universe UKan that they
are drawn from—they are covariant families, and they are
families of stacks. The reason we do not restrict attention to
a universe UKanStack of Kan stacks, is that at present we only
know that Ucovstack itself is in UKan. In our current approach,
tomakeUcovstack internally extensible (by proving an internal
covariance predicate as in Denitions 3.2/3.3), we would also
need to expose the isStack predicate and its denition or
closure conditions, so that the user can also prove that a type
family is a family of stacks. If we could show that Ucovstack
is itself a stack, then we could hide all of the stacks from the
user by interpreting the homotopy type theory in UKanStack.

5.4 The Equivalence Axiom in Bicubical Sets
Having used the equivalence axiom to complete our main
theorem, we now provide an external constructive proof
justifying its inclusion in the model. While we do not dene
a model structure structure on bicubical sets, we do use some
aspects of the type-theoretic model structure on cubical sets
(see [5, 14]) in the following denitions and proofs.

Denition 5.20. Amorphism f ∈ Set�
op
path×�

op
Ded is a left map

if, for every n ∈ N, the commuting square of cubical sets
shown below is a homotopy pullback.

A(_,n) A(_, 0)

Γ(_,n) Γ(_, 0)

02

f (_,n) f (_,0)

02

The map denoted by 02 is that induced by the substitution
sending all directed interval variables to 02. A morphism is
a left bration if it is both a left map and a Kan bration.

This denition unfolds to the equivalent statement that,
for any directed n-cube in Γ and any point in A over its zero
vertex, one can construct a unique (up to homotopy) directed
n-cube in A over that in Γ.

The internal denition of relCov for a type familyA : Γ →

Type picks out the same morphisms of bicubical sets.

Lemma 5.21. Given some internal type family B : A → Ucov
in an open context Γ (i.e. Γ ` B : A → Ucov), the corresponding
external morphism Σx : Γ.Σy : A x .B x y → Σx : Γ.A x is a
left map.

Proof. As described in Denition 3.3, the denition of relCov
picks out type families for which, given any morphism p in
Γ and term in A over p at 02, there is a unique morphism in
A over p; however, as any instance of relCov can be used in
an open context and the category �Ded is the free Cartesian
category generated from 2, the instance can be used n many
times in a context with (at least) n many directed interval
variables to construct the solution for the directed n-cube.
Thus, the external morphism is a left map. �

The covariant equivalence axiom is a direct corollary of
a general lemma from [35]. As with the denition of left
map, the lemma originally was stated for the Reedy model
structure on bisimplicial sets. The proof itself only uses the
denition of left map as a level wise homotopy pullback over
the zero cells (Lemma 5.21), and the fact that weak equiv-
alences are level wise weak equivalences (Theorem 5.15);
thus, it also holds in our setting. The lemma is as follows.

Lemma 5.22. Given bicubical sets Γ, A and B, two left bra-
tions f : A → Γ and д : B → Γ, and a morphism e : A → B
such that f = д ◦ e , the morphism e is a weak equivalence
of bicubical sets when e(_, 0) : A(_, 0) → B(_, 0) is a weak
equivalence of cubical sets.

Proof. For each n ∈ N consider the following diagram.

A(_,n) A(_, 0)

B(_,n) B(_, 0)

Γ(_,n) Γ(_, 0)

Γ(_,n) Γ(_, 0)

f (_,n)

02

e(_,n)

f (_,0)

e(_,0)
∼

д(_,n)

02

д(_,0)
02

02
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As both the front and back squares are homotopy pullback
diagrams and e(_, 0) is a weak equivalence of cubical sets, it
follows that e(_,n) is also a weak equivalence of cubical sets.
As weak equivalences are level wise weak equivalences of
cubical sets, e is a weak equivalence of bicubical sets. �

Corollary 5.23. Consider bicubical sets Γ, A and B, two left
brations f : A → Γ × 2 and д : B → Γ × 2, and a morphism
e : A → B such that (f ,p) = (д,q) ◦ e . Let A2(0) denote
the homotopy pullback of f (_, 0) and the 02-projection Γ ×

2(_, 0) ↪→ Γ(_, 0) × 2(_, 0) (and dene B2(0) analogously) as
shown in the following diagram.

A2(0) A(_, 0)

Γ × 2(_, 0) Γ(_, 0) × 2(_, 0)

02

f2(0) f (_,0)

02

Let e2(0) : A2(0) → B2(0) be the morphism induced by e . If e2(0)
is a weak equivalence of bicubical sets, then e is also a weak
equivalence of bicubical sets.

Proof. As e2(0) is a weak equivalence of bicubical sets, it is
a level wise weak equivalence of cubical sets. In particular,
e2(0)(_, 0) : A2(0)(_, 0) → B2(0)(_, 0) is a weak equivalence.
Observe that A2(0)(_, 0) = A(_, 0) (and similarly for B), and
e2(0)(_, 0) = e(_, 0). As e(_, 0) is a weak equivalence of cubical
sets, Lemma 5.22 allows us to conclude that e is a weak
equivalence of bicubical sets. �

Theorem 5.24. covEquivAx holds in our model.

Proof. In order to see Corollary 5.23 as a justication of the
covariant equivalence axiom (Denition 5.16), we must make
a couple observations. First, from Lemma 5.21, we know that
the internal term Γ ` p : 2 → Ucov corresponds to the
external left bration Σx : Γ.Σi : 2.p x i → Γ × 2 (and
analogously for q). Thus, in the external corollary, we can
instantiate A and B with the external closed bicubical sets
Σx : Γ.Σi : 2.p x i and Σx : Γ.Σi : 2.q x i . LetA and B denote
these bicubical sets in the following proof. The second item
of note is that the pullback dening A2(0) in the statement
of the corollary corresponds to the restriction of A → Γ × 2
to the components over the two endpoints 02 and 12 of 2.
Thus, the internal proofs e0 and e1 in the open context Γ
demonstrating f is an equivalence over the endpoints of the
directed interval matches up with the equivalence needed in
the statement of Corollary 5.23.
We also need to conrm that the proof of covEquivAx is

stable under substitution, and thus can be an internal axiom.
Given covEquivAx uses Theorem 5.15 to construct the equiv-
alence from the input data, we rst show that for any A, B
and f : A → B where f is a point-wise equivalence, the term
of isEquiv f built using Theorem 5.15 is stable under (strict)
pullbacks. As the construction in Theorem 5.15 described in
Theorem 5.1 of [13] is computed point-wise with respect to

�Ded and pullbacks of bicubical sets are also point-wise pull-
backs of cubical sets, the pullback commutes with the con-
struction and thus Theorem 5.15 commutes with substitution.
The second construction that must be stable under pullbacks
is the level-wise weak equivalence dened in Lemma 5.22.
In particular, given cubical sets Γ, A and B, left brations
f : A → Γ and д : B → Γ, a morphism e : A → B such that
f = д ◦ e , and a proof v0 : isEquiv e(_, 0), we need to know
that every vn : isEquiv e(_,n) created by the proof is stable
under pullback. Again, as each vn is computed separately
for each object in �Ded, the pullback commutes with the
point-wise argument, and as every vn is constructed as the
solution of a covariant lling problem (which in particular
commutes with pullbacks), the construction in Lemma 5.22
is also stable under substitution. �

6 Future Work
We expect that the internal language axioms in Section 2 can
be given an operational semantics following [3, 21]: the new
axioms Ito2triv and 2mono are used only to refute certain
possibilities in showing that the denitions of Lemmas 4.1
and 4.2 type check, and the cobar construction used to com-
plete directed univalence is entirely constructive. We also are
interested in developing the constructive theory of inductive
and higher inductive types in a directed setting, opening up
the potential for directed type theory to be a useful setting
for the formal verication of computational structures.

For the use of our constructive model for formalization of
higher category theory, we conjecture that our type theory
on bicubical sets can support a model of (∞, 1)-categories in
the same way that the Segal/Rezk types [32] in bisimplicial
sets do. First, we have observed that the bicubical sets satis-
fying the Segal or Rezk condition also weakly satisfy a sheaf
condition on the directed cubes that makes them equivalent
to simplicial-cubical sets. Thus, if we use the equivariant
Cartesian cubical sets model proposed by Awodey, Cavallo,
Coquand, Riehl and Sattler as the base cubical type theory—
which is Quillen equivalent to the simplicial model [30]—it
seems likely that in the resulting model Segal/Rezk bicubical
sets would be equivalent to Segal/Rezk bisimplicial sets.
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